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Act I 

Scene 1: Staff exhaustion 

(dim lighting, enter Doc 1, Doc 2, Celeste and Steve into the dark staff room. All of them are sitting down without 

being able to relax. Silence. Alarm bell- everyone getting up, looking for material/gear to do their job. Steve is the 

first one out on 5, then Doc 2 followed by Doc 1. Celeste is walking around aimlessly in the room instinctively starting 

to take off her nurse dress. Then Steve rushes in back and Celeste quickly buttons her dress up again.) 

Steve: She wants you. (Celeste now rushing out after Steve shutting the door) 

 

 

Scene 2: Time is out of tune (“the five minutes max-principle”) 

 

(enter Sarah and Anne. Anne carrying six stopwatches around her neck. Sarah communicating to Anne to put the 

watches in the pigeon holes in the back of the stage moving to 3. After the job is done, Anne to 2) 

Sarah: From now on it’s five minutes max. 

Anne: (obediently pressing the stop watch) Right. (studying the time elapsing on the stop watch. Sarah swiftly out on 

5 turning around before leaving the stage.) 

Sarah: Anne? (Anne as if woken up from a dream quickly off to 5 obediently following Sarah) 

 

 

Scene 3: Please bring me some water 

 

Woman: Could you possible bring me some water? I feel like drying out here. 

  I’m practically wilting away from … inside out. I mean … it could also be  

  a lake, sea or ocean if you happen to have one. You know, I’m terribly thirsty. 

(Caretaker and Holly coming in from 5) 

Holly:  Excuse me? I don’t quite understand what you’re after. You get her? 

Caretaker: This woman here seems to  be in need of water. An urgent case.  

Holly:   Right, I’ll get her a glass (off to 5 … back after a short moment). Here you go. 

Woman: That’s not what I meant! Sorry! (Diddy looking at caretaker, shrugging her shoulders) 

Caretaker: (to Diddy)Why don’t you drink it? (pause)  

Holly:  Water … no! 



Caretaker: (to the audience) Water? (raising the glass invitingly) 

 

 

Act II 

Scene 1: Wheelchair therapy 

(Steve with Joe in a wheelchair from 5 placing it on 1. Joe is unconscious. Steve activates the brakes. Joe is slowly 

waking up, slowly straightening up in the wheelchair, looking around.) 

Joe: Steve, (looking at his watch) time for the damn tablets (pause). Steve, (irritated) what the hell … 

 you know bloody well what you’re pulling me through here if you don’t give me this bloody medication. 

 (to left and right) Emergency bell … bloody hell. 

Maria (opening door with force – coming in out of breath) 

 How come doors are always closed here when people need help? (looking at the brakes – infuriated) 

 How could they dare to put the brakes on, I mean … (to Joe) Are you OK? 

(Enter Lisa and Nathalie) 

Lisa: One in five patients find it more than hard to get hold of support staff in case of an urgency. Strangely  

 enough less than half of them think there’s a reason for complaint.  

Nathalie: (squeezing through, having trouble passing by Maria) 

 Excuse me. (to everybody) Hello, I’m Nathalie, I’m here for reasons that don’t matter much right now. 

 (focusing the others) Is there anything we can do for you? (to everybody) Listen! (waiting for everybody to 

 get into the listening position)  

Lisa: Relax (pause). Just speak your mind. It’ll do you good.  

Maria: People who don’t get round saying things can’t be helped. 

Joe: Sorry, I can’t hear you well enough. My medication… 

Lisa: Tablets need to be taken at regular intervals. (to everybody) Some of them even get addicted to taking them. 

 (Scrutinizing Joe) Could be the case here. 

Maria: You’re missing the point here. Can’t you see that this man is beyond? It’s his soul that’s been suffering. 

 Just look at him. 

Joe: (In a frenzy). Steve! Please! 

Nathalie: Why don’t you listen? He hasn’t said a word … about the way he feels. 

Lisa: (intensively) Try to remember, I implore you. 



(enter Steve) 

Steve: Whoa, whoa, whoa. Jonathan, what was it I told you last Friday, what your life needs is change. 

(to the girls) Sorry for interrupting.  

Nathalie: I’m so glad you’re here. They simply didn’t want to listen. 

Maria: This is not about beautiful words. And who are you in the first place? 

Steve: Hey, under normal circumstances I would have to send you out of this patient’s room immediately. 

 But I want you to learn. So, be my guest. (to Joe, in a sensitive voice)  You’re OK? 

Joe: Steve! Great you’re here. Sorry, I shouldn’t have made so much noise. 

Steve: It’s all right, Jonathan. Just let yourself go. It’s part of the therapy anyway. 

Maria: This is no place for cheap jokes. You’re talking about therapy here? Look at him. 

Nathalie: (to Steve) Could you possibly tell us what this therapy is all about? 

Maria: It’s about making himself important. (sizing Steve up critically). That’s all there’s to it. 

Lisa: Thirty per cent of all therapies go wrong due to communicational problems between staff and patients. 

 

Scene 2: Endgames 

(Lilly, Lauren dressed stupidly on 1 putting up a hand of chess; Jude and Cynthia to their left and right) 

Lilly: It’s me first. Give me the dice. 

Lauren: I found three of them. (handing them to Lily) I love their coulour. 

Lilly: (blowing the carnival flute) Here we come. (throwing the dice) 

Jude: What the hag are you doing? 

Cynthia: That’s chess. 

Lilly: (taking her king, marching it straight to the other side of the chess board reaching out for Lauren’s king) 

 Give me it. You see what three dice can do? 

Lauren: I lost (ironically) So sad. Let’s go and play with two dice. It all went so fast. 

Lilly: Right. 

Cynthia: (to Jude) Come on, give it a try. Let’s have a game. 

Jude: (to Lilly) Lilly. What you’re playing here is rubbish. 

Lilly:  (throwing the dice) And fun. (victoriously) Thirteen! 

Lauren: Lost again.  

(Steve looking in from 5)  



Jude: Steve. Look at that. 

Cynthia: They’re hopeless.  

Steve: Don’t hold it against them. See it as a therapy, might even be their last game. 

(Lilly and Lauren stopping – looking at each other like falling from the stars) 

(Jude and Cynthia to extreme 3 and 2, suddenly immersed in thought; lights out) 

 

Scene 3: Prequel of “The moment my life ended (version 1)” 

Holly:  You know how life works. Sometimes you find yourself in a situation where you think 

  “Wow,” and that’s all you need to feel. Then, however, life takes a different turn. And  

  you’re eventually left with the impression that there’s nothing … no way to go… no 

  decision that would make sense.  

Caretaker: You mean…  

Holly:  Like in that very moment my life ended. 

 

Scene 4: The moment my life ended (version 1) 

(Madison, Grace, Sophie, Abigail and Holly in dresses of the 50s from 5 to 1 with a porter roling in their lugage) 

Madison: So how does that feel to you, girls… after weeks on this Ocean Liner with nothing but water all around… 

Grace: And below. (looking around) So this is Cherbourgh. 

Sophie: Don’t worry, Grace. It’s just the very first step … on our way to Paris. 

Abigail: Paris, here we come. (looking around) But where’s Jake? 

Holly: Didn’t he just say that he needed to sort something out on the ship before getting off? 

Sophie: Girls, don’t you think it’s time for us to restart out lives here? I mean … Paris… 

Grace: What are you trying to say here, Sophie? 

Madison: As if we hadn’t been living during that fantastic voyage. 

Didi: And remember the first evening in the big dining hall. 

Jana: Who had made reservations there for us before we had even arrived? 

Grace and Holly: Jake! 

Madison: And how nice he had asked us if we wanted to sit there with him. 

Sophie: (getting cross) You know what I think. His friends from Missouri don’t even exist. 

Holly: It was fate, Sophie. Face it. 



Madison: I mean five seats for us and his five best friends being stuck in a traffic jam somewhere in Baltimore… 

Holly: Not managing to make it to the harbor on time.  

 F A T E. 

Abigail: Call it as you like, Holly. (Pause) One thing the four of you will have to face is that Jake is very smart  - maybe 

 Even a tad too handsome. 

Grace: No way, Abigail. Don’t you remember how we saw the whale on the journey? The way he was explaining the 

breathing of it to us. 

Holly: .. and then it exhaled. 

Madison: … and all that water up in the sky. 

Holly: … and his impish brown eyes before the endless blue surrounding us … 

Sophie: Marry him. 

Holly: What? 

Sophie: Come on, go back up and marry him. The captain should still be on board for the ceremony. 

Grace: Are you totally out of your mind, Sophie? 

Sophie: Well, to be honest, dear Grace, I think you should do the same. I mean… I don’t have a clue what you’re  

 making out of that guy. 

Madison: (singing) I hate Paris in the springtime. 

Abigail: (upset) Wasn’t it you who wanted to set out on a girls’ trip to Paris right after our arrival here? 

Holly: Girls, please. Listen, I’ve got to get going now. Please! It won’t take long. 

Sophie: Not the old ping pong story again, is it? 

Abigail: Picture this. Us, Jake, the endless sea and ping pong matches all afternoon. And the first ones out always  

 you and Jake. 

Madison: Don’t judge by appearances, Abbie. Face it, Holly, you can’t play the game right! 

Holly: , how can you possibly… This is it, I’m off (towards 6). 

Grace: Good for you. Remember Jake getting off the ship giving this slender beauty in mauve the eye? 

Sophie: (to Grace) Wasn’t it you he was watching all the time? I mean… before he was gone. 

Didi: Don’t do that, Sophie. 

Grace: (testifying) Of course I want Jake, too. (to all of them) Who wouldn’t? 

Madison: (harsh tone) You really think you can go to your date with him now? I mean… look at you. Taste was 

never one of your strong points. 

 



Scene 5: Prequel of “The moment my life ended (version 2)” 

 

Caretaker: And you’re telling me the whole thing after all those years. 

Holly: (interrupting the caretaker) 63 years to be precise. 

Caretaker: How can you be so sure about what they were saying?  

Holly: You have no clue what I’ve been living for ever since. And why I haven’t seen Grace and Maddie again. 

Caretaker: I don’t think they said things quite like that. And what were they feeling at the time? I mean who are you 

to know the very words a hundred percent and their emotions… 

Holly: (furiously to 6) And who are you to judge? You’ve got absolutely no idea what life is all about and what I’ve 

gone through. Just leave me alone. (off to 6) 

 

 

Scene 6: The moment my life ended (version 2)  

 

(Madison, Grace, Sophie, Abigail and Holly again in dresses of the 50s from 5 to 1 ) 

Madison: So how does that feel to you, girls… after weeks on this Ocean Liner with nothing but water all 

around. And those exciting ping pong matches. 

Grace: And below. (looking around) So this is Cherbourgh. (half to herself) Two months just with friends…and some 

really nice people. 

Sophie: Don’t worry, Grace. It’s just the very first step … on our way to Paris. City of love. 

Abigail: Paris, here we come. (looking around) But where’s Jake? 

Holly: Didn’t he just say that he needed to sort something out on the ship before getting off? 

Sophie: Girls, don’t you think it’s time for us to restart out lives here? I mean … Paris… 

Abigail: What are you trying to say here, Sophie? We’re not talking about dates here, right? 

Madison: As if we hadn’t been living during that fantastic voyage. I mean…something that great will never 

happen in our lives again.  

Holly: And remember the first evening in the big dining hall. (dreamy tone) Jake’s smoking looked so smart.  

Grace and Holly: Jake! 

Madison: And how nice he had asked us if we wanted to sit there with him. 

Sophie: You know what I think. His friends from Missouri might not even exist. They wouldn’t have made it to the 

harbor anyway. If we’re to trust Jakes words. 

Holly: (like in a dream – ignoring  Sophie)It was fate, Sophie. Face it. 



Madison: I mean five seats for us and me sitting right next to him on the very first evening. 

Holly: (desperate) F A T E. 

Abigail: Call it as you like, Holly. (Pause) One thing the four of you will have to face is that Jake is very smart  - maybe 

 even a tad too handsome. 

Holly: Eyes don’t lie. 

Grace: No way, Abigail. Don’t you remember the whale and its journey and the way Jake was explaining its 

breathing? 

Abigail: And all of the time he was having his hands all over me. 

Holly: (heartbroken).. and then it exhaled. 

Lin: Marry him. 

Holly: What do you mean? Jake? 

Sophie: Come on, go back up and marry him. The captain should still be on board for the ceremony. 

Grace: (cross) Are you totally out of your mind, Sophie? 

Sophie: Well, to be honest, dear Grace, I think you should do the same. I mean… I don’t have a clue what you’re  

 making out of that guy. 

Madison: (singing) I hate Paris in the springtime. 

Abigail: (upset) Wasn’t it you who wanted to set out on a girls’ trip to Paris right after our arrival here? 

Holly: Girls, please. Listen, I’ve got to get going now. Please! It won’t take long. 

 

 

Act III: 

Scene 1: I’ve never seen the sea 

Woman: You hear that sound? Gosh, I love it when these little waves are coming in with the tide. Man, putting off 

the shoes… getting right in there right up to your knees makes you feel like standing on the ceiling with both your 

feet and no blood running down into your head. 

Enter Jude and Cynthia.  

Jude: Wow!? 

Cynthia: She’s really something else. 

Lilly and Lauren coming in. 

Cynthia: What are you here for? 

Lauren: I like jokes a lot. 



Lilly: Laughing out loud just for the sake of laughing. 

Jude: (to woman) You sure know what being by the sea feels like. 

Cynthia:  Could you say that again…I mean what you just said about your feet and the ceiling? 

Lilly: Fun stuff, right? 

Lauren: Yep. 

Woman: It’s no use. I’ve never been there. (to all of them) Sorry, I don’t hear well and see very little… didn’t get far 

in life. (PAUSE) 

Cynthia: But you’re right there. (making signs to 1,3 and 4) 

Lilly: Did I just feel a little ripple fondling my right toe? 

Lauren: It’s water, stupid! Nothing but water. 

Jude: You smell this salty air? (inhaling deeply – to everybody) Inhale! (everybody inhaling). 

 You know… I’ve no idea if you did know … but this air cures all diseases… 

Cynthia: (Exhaling) And exhale. 

Woman: I can already feel my cold going. 

Lilly: Right. The wind on the beach. Can you see those clouds? There’s a storm moving in. 

Woman: I had no idea there would be wind and water from the sky. (over the top) No fire, is it? 

Lauren: You see the water moving strangely out there? 

Cynthia: Over there? 

Lauren: More to the right. It’s a turtle on its way back home… swimming gently. 

Jude: And you know how swimming makes them feel. (PAUSE) Once read that… the way they move in the water 

(making swimming movements) no stress… means they’re happy all the time. 

(Knocking at the door) 

Cynthia: (To the door) Is it really that pressing? 

Jude: (Reconciling tone) Just a minute. 

Woman: That sound…? 

Lilly: What does a mother hear when her baby boy comes back home? 

Lauren: … and she’ll always answer the door leaving everything right where it is. 

Woman: (Smiling to herself) Ocean doors (lights out). 

 

 

 



Scene 2: Wheelchair security check 

(Sarah, Anne, carrying a file and a stop watch, and Steve with a screwdriver standing next to a wheelchair positioned 

on 1) 

Sarah: You’re ready? 

Steve: (hesitating) Well… 

Anne: Come on, don’t hesitate, do your job. 

Sarah. Time. 

(Steve checking the right wheel, the left wheel.) 

Sarah: Again! 

(Steve turning the left wheel, checking the seat using the screwdriver for a short moment, then getting up and 

checking the whole chair for stability) 

Steve: (nodding to himself) Right! (Sarah nodding to Anne) 

Anne: (finding a security badge in her file) Badge.  

(Steve taking the badge sticking it to the appropriate part of the wheelchair after double-checking with Sarah and 

Anne)  

Sarah: (professional smile to Anne) 

Anne: 1.29. 

Sarah: (to Steve) Nice work. (all of them to 5) 

 

Scene 3: Celeste’s breakdown monologue 

(Celeste coming into the staff room from five with a package of cigarettes in her hands. Celeste is taking out some of 

them and they all fall down. She steps on one of them. Voices from Doc 1 and two can be heard offstage. Celeste 

motions for the dustbin and throws all of the cigarettes in, puts on her nurse dress. Sensing the presence of human 

beings she steps up to five looking out into the darkness of the audience hall) 

Celeste: This is it for me, every night, the whole night. I’m sitting in my car heading south some 200 miles away from 

here. Then I hear that woman’s shrieks for water – emergency bell. That guy chained to the wheelchair shouting in a 

frenzy – emergency bell. That desperate lady calling out in her sleep – Jake! Emergency bell or jumping out of the 

window. U turn for me. Sometimes traffic jams on the way back. I’m here like two minutes late for work in the 

morning again. Every morning. 

 

 

Act IV 

Scene 1: Real happiness 



(Kate on 1 fully absorbed by reading a book. Enter Quinn and Karen from 5. Kate slowly puts down the 

book) Quinn: I mean … tell me again. What are we here for? Had you told me that I’d find myself  

 Here in this … (looking for a pc word) desolate place, I wouldn’t even have thought  

 About joining you. You’ve no clue what it really needs to feel close to somebody you love. It’s about 

being there breathing the same moment with him. (close to tears) and it’s Derek.  

Kate: One thing I haven’t mentioned yet is that I read that book … 

Quinn: Don’t sell me that shit… 

Kate: … and it turned my life around. (Karen to 2, Kate getting up) 

Karen: So typical. You should know exactly why we’re here. It’s  our lives on the line. So it’s walking or 

falling. No time for sweet dreams. Don’t say you can’t read between the lines. I mean…it can’t be more 

obvious than that. 

Maria: Girls … please not this way. 

Karen: Who are you in the first place? 

Quinn: Are you trying to pry your nose into our affairs? 

Karen: And how long is it you’ve been listening to this conversation of ours? 

Maria: I’m only trying to help here … 

 Don’t get me wrong if I might not be right about this energy you’ve been producing 

 here. Still, … I believe that … sorry … your name is? 

Karen: Kate. 

Maria: (invitingly smiling at Quinn) 

Quinn: Quinn! 

Maria: … that you, Quinn, are not at all satisfied with your performance as a friend, Kate, 

 in whom one should always be able to trust – no matter how much it takes. 

Kate: Sorry, I’m not entirely sure … 

Maria: (interrupting Lena) Very well… 

Karen: I’m Denise. 

Maria: … Denise, when was it the last time your friend here did actually change things for the 

 better? 

Karen: Good point. 

Maria: If there’s one thing I know then it’s that you should know why you’re here.  



 Right, Quinn? 

Quinn: (accusingly to Kate) You’re saying that it wasn’t the moment and you wouldn’t  

 have the time to listen … but how was I to know that this meant you, me and Karen 

 getting dragged out of your house just like that, being brought here … 

Karen: Yeah, how could you possibly do that to us? 

Kate: I didn’t read that book of mine for no reason. You know the central message is that 

 you cannot possibly feel happiness if you don’t share it. So … as it seems… we had to  

 come here to get there. 

Maria: (to Quinn and Karen) Wanna know about the deal? 

Quinn: I’m in and I think I’m not just talking for myself here. Not so, Karen? 

Maria: Girls will be girls. How long is it you’ve been here? (to Leonie) You met Steve yet? 

 

Scene 2: Celeste’s call for help: 

(enter Celeste and two docs) 

Celeste: Martin, could I talk to you for a minute, I mean … I don’t want to keep you or 

 anything… but it’s really crucial to sort this out. 

Doc 1: (taking out a half-opened package of cigarettes, opening it and taking out  

 a misshaped one) How do people get round to doing things like that? 

 (enter Doc 2)  

Doc 2: Why don’t you look at the bright side of life here? How many zigs are  

 there? (Looking into the package) One lost, one crooked basically means 

 there are eighteen left for a smoke. 

Doc 1: (Holding up the misshaped cigarette) What must somebody doing that  

 have gone through? (pause) You smoke? 

Doc 2: You ever saw me with a cigarette? (pause) Every now and then I put a zig 

 Into my mouth just to feel it… to feel it. I mean how could I possibly cure  

 a chain smoker … if I don’t know what it feels like? Purely therapeutic. 

Doc 2: (offering the package to Celeste) You smoke? (Celeste putting on a  

 forced innocent smile, enter Sarah and Anne) 



Sarah: No room for smoking here anyway. Standards have gone up worldwide. 

 If you ever thought you did a good job… that’s what you’d be doing here  

 any given day. 

Anne: Don’t worry, it’s not that you’re going to be fired or anything like that. 

Sarah: (Handing out files) Daily report for everybody. Be good! 

Anne: I know it looks like a lot of work (excusing smile). Already did mine today. 

 … eight minutes… 

Doc 2: (to Celeste) So what was it again that needed some talk? 

(Celeste slowly retreating) 

Doc 1: This person could have felt out of place… maybe out of mind even. 

 I mean, look at that… can’t be used anymore and still a cigarette. 

 (to cigarette) You’re not going to get thrown away… just because you 

 look a tad different. You’re still good for a smoke. (Celeste’s mobile  

 ringing) 

Doc 2: Celeste?  

Celeste: Oh, … that lady’s trying to jump… high time for her morphine… so if you  

 would excuse me. (off with a smile) 

Sarah: That’s the spirit (looking into the round) and what are we still waiting  

 for? (off to 5) You’re coming? 

 

Scene 3: Kate and Steve 

Steve: Guess I haven’t  seen you before. So much going on round here…Just can’t keep track…sorry. 

Kate: Seems I’ve lost most of my friends here…within seconds. (Pause) You happen to know that lady going 

round pretending to help? 

Steve: You met her? As I see it, she means no harm…might even be part of her nature. (half to himself) 

Man – and she was really the first person you met here? 

Kate: Well, you know sometimes in life you don’t have a choice. 

Steve: Sorry to hear that. 

Kate: (hesitating) Only yesterday I read that book and it’s about how you might feel and how you can 

possibly make people feel in turn. 



Steve: Wow! (Pause) Hey! (inmates in great numbers from 5 to 6 with Maria leading the group) What the 

hag! 

 

Scene 4: The inmates’ complaints 

(Doc 1 and Doc 2 from 5 exchanging confused glances with Steve and Kate; the mob returning from 6 

approaching Doc 1 and Doc 2 retreating to 5; complaints in improvised order) 

Karen: Everybody’s like a hundred years in here… 

Quinn: You can’t even date anyone in here… 

Holly: And all those creepy people trying to tell you who you are… 

Maria: How come you’re still here?... 

Lisa: One in four people confined to a hospital for a longer period of time end up having depressions. … 

Nathalie: Can’t you see what’s happening? Why don’t you realize we can’t leave here. Maybe we’ve all go 

that illness. So why don’t you just listen to what these gentlemen are trying to tell us?... 

Maria: It’s game over for all of you. Believe me, I’ve been talking to everybody. Everything must end here. 

(Kate falling over; the crowd rushing over to her) 

Steve: No! (over to Kate – checking her pulse; other inmates to Kate gathering around her) 

 

Act V 

Scene 1: The interview 

(Enter Doc 1 and 2, then Sarah and Anne. Caretaker is carrying a lamp. Doc 1 and 2 are placing table and 

chairs on 1. Two chairs are positioned around one on inner stage, one chair opposite them on the outer 

stage.  

Caretaker (motioning Sarah to 4): Jesus… the extension cord (back to 5 … returning with the  

  extention cord after a while). (to Sarah)  Your chair. 

(Sarah hesitating – caretaker taking position behind a chair) Please. 

(Doc 1 and 2 sitting down simultaneously). 

Doc 1: (taking up her file, skimming it … to Doc 2) 

  What do you make of this? (handing the file to Doc 2) 

Doc 2:  (skimming the file) 

  Right.  



Sarah:   My assistant. (Caretaker to 5 – Anne coming in) 

Anne:  Sorry, Madam. I was just out there to sort out a stop watch that needs to be  

  repaired … obviously. 

Doc 1:  (clearing her throat) 

Doc 2:  (skimming the file) 

Doc 1:  You know … this file. 

Doc 2:  There have been complaints. 

Doc 1:  Quite a lot. 

Doc 2:  We could hardly cope. 

Doc 1:  This can’t go on like that. There’s never enough time for patients. 

Doc 2:  (Putting up a file of medical reports.) 

  But obviously time for reports (trying to unknot the pile) 

Sarah:  I’m with you, 100 per cent. I mean all these people here. Catherine, Martin, (pause; 

caretaker and Anne coming back), Anne , Susan. You know how many of those people here will make it 

back out into life after 40 days in here? (Pause) It’s 50 – 50. What words are there to tell them? (Pause) 

And they all know. So sizing down the time for everybody means making time for those in need. 

 

Scene 2: Survivors 

(caretaker’s aid and caretaker between 1 and 6, Steve, Celeste, Sarah, Anne and Joe on 2, Old Woman, 

Jude, Lilly, Holly and Maria on 3) 

Caretaker’s aid: (on her knees scrubbing the floor where Kate collapsed the other day) There’s no 

scrubbing this off…not with that water here. 

Caretaker: Get some new water then. 

Maria: Save your energy. It’s something within us. 

Anne: (taking a look into her file) It’s day 13. Should only be the beginning. 

Sarah: (reconciling tone) We’re still here. 

Maria: (desperate) I knew it! 

Joe: No wonder I had that shock. (laughing to himself) Couldn’t even walk anymore. 

Steve: It’s so good you’re back. 

Karen: (caressing Kate’s book) And Kate really believed what she was trying to tell us. 

Woman: (relieved into the audience) I’m with you. 

 



Song 

A park without fences 

Where do I go 

When there’s no place you know 

Not a sound to be heard 

All around 

 

Where do you look 

In a night without end 

No horizon to see 

Far away 

 

How do you cry 

When you can’t feel the pain 

Not a sinew to channel 

Your fears 

 

Refrain: It’s like a park without fences 

  No regrets, no offences 

  Any turf you can step on to reach 

  It’s like a park without fences 

  No mistakes, life commences 

  And your eyes drink it all 

  And I see you and me. 

 

What do I feel 

When I don’t feel myself 

Just this body here 

Wilting away 

 

Why can’t I say  

That my love is with you 

In some darkness unheard of 

Today 



 

How did my name 

Just get stolen away 

No more traces to tell 

Who I am 

 

Refrain: It’s like a park without fences 

  Close your eyes, you can mend it 

  With your feelings a guide of your 

  Trust 

  It’s like a park without fences 

  40 days and no end is 

  To be felt in the heart of the hearts 

  Yet unheard. 

 

THE END 

 

 


